
Distance learning
Thursday 11th June 2020



Good morning!

Morning everyone! Hope you are all well! Only one more proper 
distance learning day after this and then I will start to actually see some 
of you soon! Other teachers have said that their classes look so much 
older after 12 weeks and it is surprising how much they can grow in 
such a short time. I am now expecting you all to come back with grey 
hair, wrinkles and fully grown beards (girls as well).

Please make sure you wash and brush your new-found beards before 
coming into school, no one likes to see last night's chicken and chip 
flecks in facial hair - that means you too Ava Young!

Have a great day!



Maths
Today, we will be looking at long division.



The videos below are going to show chunking as a 
method for long division. If you use a different 
method that you find more efficient, you can use that 
instead.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiqLQ8lEj2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JA1dazUC3sM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX_E74ozYAk

Remember to write out your chunks (times tables) 
first!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiqLQ8lEj2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JA1dazUC3sM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EX_E74ozYAk


The chunking method is useful 
when the divisor is a two digit 
number or large.

We keep chunking until we’re left 
with 0 or a remainder.

It is best to jot down all the useful 
times tables that you’ll need first.



▪854 ÷ 14 =

▪195 ÷ 13 =

▪3030 ÷ 15 =

Jot down the 
timestable that you’ll 

need first.

Answers:

61 
15

202
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▪195 ÷ 13 =

▪3030 ÷ 15 =

Jot down the 
timestable that you’ll 
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Answers:

61 
15

202





1a) 31       

b) 33

c) 38

2a) 22       

b) 311





2352 divided by 12 = 196



Reading
Big Picture!





Answer the following questions:

1) How does Gemma feel about Mike's lie? How do you know?

2) Why is Gemma so angry about the lie? Explain your answer.

3) What does "Despicable" mean? Use a dictionary to help you.

4) Summarise how Gemma planned on dealing with Mike before he 
told the lie.

5) Why does Gemma always feel invisible?



SPaG
Sentence types













English



Continue from yesterday.

Easy. Today's task is to continue your work from yesterday but this 
time you are doing your KS2 memories ON THE SAME PAGE.

You need to make sure it all fits on the same page.


